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We want to understand whether and to which extent the maximal (Carnot) efficiency for heat
engines can be reached at a finite power. To this end we generalize the Carnot cycle so that it is
not restricted to slow processes. We show that for realistic (i.e. not purposefully-designed) engine-
bath interactions, the work-optimal engine performing the generalized cycle close to the maximal
efficiency has a long cycle time and hence vanishing power. This aspect is shown to relate to the
theory of computational complexity. A physical manifestation of the same effect is the Levinthal’s
paradox in the protein folding problem. The resolution of this paradox for realistic proteins allows
to construct engines that can extract at a finite power 40 % of the maximally possible work reaching
90 % of the maximal efficiency. For purposefully designed engine-bath interactions, the Carnot
efficiency is achievable at a large power.
PACS numbers: 05.20.-y, 05.10.Gg, 05.70.Ln
Reciprocating heat engines extract work operating
cyclically between two thermal baths at temperatures T1
and T2 (T1 > T2) [1]. They have two basic characteris-
tics: (i) efficiency, η = W/Q1, is the work W extracted
per cycle divided by the heat input Q1 from the high-
temperature bath. (ii) Power W/τ , where τ is the cycle
duration. Both these quantities have to be large for a
good engine: if η is small, lot of energy is wasted; if the
power is small, no sizable work is delivered over a rea-
sonable time [1].
The second law establishes the Carnot efficiency ηC =
1 − T2T1 as an upper bound for η [1]. The Carnot cy-
cle reaches the bounding value ηC in the (useless) limit,
where the power goes to zero [1]. Conversely, realistic en-
gines are not efficient, since they have to be powerful, e.g.
the efficiency of Diesel engines amounts to 35–40 % of the
maximal value. This power-efficiency dilemma motivated
a search for the efficiency that would generally charac-
terize the maximal power regime. One candidate for
this is the Curzon-Ahlborn efficiency ηCA = 1−
√
T2/T1
[2], which is however crucially tied to the linear regime
T1 ≈ T2 [3, 4]. Beyond this regime ηCA is a lower bound
of η for a class of model engines [5]. Several recent mod-
els for the efficiency at the maximal power overcome ηCA
with η∗ = ηC2−ηC [6].
As argued in [5, 7, 8], the maximal power regime allows
for the Carnot efficiency, at least for certain models. But
it is currently an open question whether the maximal
efficiency is attained under realistic conditions (see e.g.
[9] versus [7]), and how to characterize the very realism
of those conditions. Even more generally: what is the
origin of the power-efficiency dilemma? We answer these
questions by analyzing a generalized Carnot cycle, which
in contrast to the original Carnot cycle is not restricted
to slow processes. We now summarize our answers.
(1) When the N -particle engine operates at the max-
imal work extracted per cycle, its efficiency reaches the
Carnot bound ηC for N  1, while the cycle time is
given by the relaxation time of the engine. The maximal
work and the Carnot efficiency are achieved due to the
flat energy landscape of the engine. For realistic engine-
bath interactions this energy landscape leads to a very
long [O(eN )] relaxation time nullifying the power. By
realistic we mean interactions that are independent from
the engine Hamiltonian. If we assume a proper tuning
between engine-bath interaction and the engine Hamil-
tonian, the relaxation time scales as O(√N), and the
maximal efficiency is achievable in the limit N  1 at a
large power O(√N).
(2) The relaxation of the optimal engine under realistic
interactions relates to an important problem of search-
ing an unstructured database for a marked item, where
each energy level refers to a database item. This task
is computationally complex, i.e. even the most powerful
quantum algorithms resolve it in O(eN/2) time-steps [11].
Hence the power-efficiency dilemma relates to computa-
tional complexity. The same effect can be reformulated
as the Levinthal’s paradox of the protein folding prob-
lem: if the majority of unfolded states of a protein are
assumed to have the same (free) energy, the folding time
is very long [14].
(3) A scenario of resolving the Levinthal’s paradox
proposed in protein science shows the way of construct-
ing sub-optimal engines that operate at a reasonably
large values of work, power and efficiency. These sub-
optimal engines function as model proteins, but they are
restricted to mesoscopic scales N ∼ 100; otherwise the
relaxation time is again large. Sacrificing some 50–60%
of the maximal possible work leads to a reasonable cycle
times with the efficiency that achieves some 90 % of the
maximal (Carnot) efficiency.
Carnot cycle and its generalization. Recall that
the Carnot cycle consists of four slow, consecutive pieces
[1]: thermally-isolated – isothermal – thermally-isolated
– isothermal. Four times slow brings in the vanishing
power stressed above; see additionally section I of the
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2Supplementary Material. Since the overall process is a
quasi-equilibrium one, the external fields that extract
work from the engine act on it during all the four pieces.
One deduces for the isothermal parts: Q1 = T1∆S and
Q2 = T2∆S, where Q1 (Q2) is the heat taken from (put
into) the T1-bath (T2-bath), and ∆S > 0 is the entropy
change. Since the work extracted is W = Q1 − Q2, η
equals to its maximal value ηC = 1− T2T1 [1].
We keep the two isothermal and two thermally isolated
pieces of the original Carnot cycle, but do not force them
to be slow. In addition, the external fields will act only
during the thermally isolated stages. Isothermal pieces
amount to free relaxation. Due to these points, we can
analyze the engine functioning from the energy conserva-
tion. We study the engine via quantum mechanics on a
finite Hilbert space, because this reduces the problem to
a combinatorial optimization. The final results are inter-
preted classically and can be also obtained by discretiz-
ing the Hamiltonian classical dynamics over phase-space
cells.
0. The engine E with the Hamiltonian H1 starts in
an equilibrium state at temperature T1 described by the
density matrix
ρ(0) = ρ1 = e
−β1H1/(tr e−β1H1), β1 = 1/T1. (1)
1. Between times 0 and τ , E undergoes a thermally iso-
lated process with a time-dependent Hamiltonian H12(t)
and the unitary evolution ρ(τ) = U12ρ(0)U
†
12:
H12(0) = H1, H12(τ) = H2, U12 = T e−i
∫ τ
0
dsH12(s),(2)
where T means chronological ordering. The work taken
out of E is determined by energy conservation (see [1]
and section II of the Supplementary Material)
W1 = tr[H1ρ1 −H2U12ρ1U†12]. (3)
2. Then E is attached to the T2-bath and after relax-
ation time τr its density matrix becomes
ρ(τ + τr) = ρ2 = e
−β2H2/(tr e−β2H2). (4)
The heat that came to E from the T2-bath is
Q2 = tr[H2ρ2 −H2U12ρ1U†12]. (5)
3. E undergoes another thermally isolated process
H21(0) = H2, H21(τ) = H1, U21 = T e−i
∫ τ
0
dsH21(s),(6)
completing the cycle with respect to the Hamiltonian.
The work taken out of E reads
W2 = tr[H2ρ2 −H1U21ρ2U†21]. (7)
4. Finally, E is attached to the T1-bath (T1 > T2) and
relaxes to ρ1 thereby completing the cycle; see (1). The
heat that came to E from the T1-bath is
Q1 = tr[H1ρ1 −H1U21ρ2U†21]. (8)
To stress the differences with the original Carnot cycle:
(i) the cycle time 2(τ + τr) need not be much larger than
the relaxation time τr. (ii) The cycle is out of equilib-
rium. (iii) The work source and the bath never act si-
multaneously; either one acts or another. Hence heat and
work are deduced from the energy conservation.
We did not count the work necessary for switching the
system-bath interaction on and o ff, because we assume
that it does not contribute to the total work budget (e.g.
since it is weak).
Maximization of work. We maximize the full ex-
tracted work W = W1 + W2 over H1, H2, U12, U21 for
fixed T1 > T2 and a fixed number n+1 of energy levels of
E. The lowest energies of H1 and H2 can be set to zero.
Introduce the eigen-resolution of Hα
Hα =
∑n+1
k=2

[α]
k |k[α]〉〈k[α]|, α = 1, 2. (9)
The full work W = W1 +W2 reads from (3, 7)
W =
∑2
α=1
∑n+1
k=2
p
[α]
k 
[α]
k (10)
−
∑n+1
k,l=2
[
p
[2]
k 
[1]
l C
[21]
kl + p
[1]
k 
[2]
l C
[12]
kl
]
, (11)
where {p[α]k }n+1k=1 are eigenvalues of ρα given by (1, 4, 9),
and where
C
[αγ]
kl ≡ |〈k[α]|Uαγ |l[γ]〉|2, (α, γ) = (1, 2), (2, 1). (12)
C
[αγ]
kl are doubly stochastic matrices:
∑n+1
k=1 C
[αγ]
kl =∑n+1
l=1 C
[αγ]
kl = 1. Such a matrix Ckl can be represented
as a convex sum of permutation matrices (Birkhoff’s the-
orem) [12]: Ckl =
∑
δ λδΠ
[δ]
kl , where λδ ≥ 0,
∑
δ λδ = 1,
and where Π[δ] permutes the components of any vector on
which it acts. Hence we can maximize W in (10, 11) over
{λδ}. The optimal C [12]kl and C [21]kl amount to permuta-
tion matrices, since {λδ} enter linearly into W . Without
loss of generality we can assume 
[α]
1 ≤ ... ≤ [α]n+1 and
hence p
[α]
1 ≥ ... ≥ p[α]n+1. Then the optimal permutations
C
[12]
kl and C
[21]
kl are unit matrices; see (11). In contrast to
the original Carnot cycle, the optimal thermally isolated
processes can be realized as sudden (quick) changes of
the Hamiltonian eigenvalues without changing the eigen-
vectors. A prominent example of such a process is the
Mo¨ssbauer effect [17]. It is an advantage that thermally
isolated processes can be fast; otherwise it is difficult to
maintain thermal isolation, which is a known problem of
the original Carnot cycle [1].
The work
W = W1 +W2 =
∑n+1
k=2
(p
[1]
k − p[2]k )([1]k − [2]k ), (13)
is to be still maximized over {[1]k }n+1k=2 and {[2]k }n+1k=2 ;
see (12). W is symmetric with respect to permutations
within {[1]k }n+1k=2 and within {[2]k }n+1k=2 . We checked nu-
merically that this symmetry is not broken and hence
3the maximum of W is reached for
[α] ≡ [α]2 = ... = [α]n+1, α = 1, 2, (14)
i.e. all excited levels have the same energy. Thus the
thermally isolated pieces of the cycle consist, respectively,
of sudden changes [1] → [2] and [2] → [1].
With new variables e−βα
[α] ≡ uα we write the maxi-
mal work as
Wmax[u1, u2] =
(T1 ln
1
u1
− T2 ln 1u2 )(u1 − u2)n
[1 + nu1][1 + nu2]
, (15)
where u1 and u2 are found from
∂u1Wmax[u1, u2] = ∂u2Wmax[u1, u2] = 0. (16)
u1 and u2 depend on T2/T1 and on n. Noting (8) and
the result before (13) we obtain Q1 = tr(H1(ρ1 − ρ2))
for the heat obtained from the high-temperature bath.
Using (14) we get from η = W/Q1 and from (15):
η = 1− [T2 lnu2] /[T1 lnu1] . (17)
Note from (15) that Wmax[u1, u2] > 0 and T2 < T1 imply
1 > [2]/[1] > T2/T1. Hence (17) implies η ≤ ηC =
1− T2/T1, as expected.
BothWmax[u1, u2] and η increase with n. For ln[n] 1
we get asymptotically from (16):
u1 =
(1− θ) ln[n]
n
, u2 =
θ
n ln[n](1− θ) , (18)
where θ ≡ T2/T1. This produces
Wmax[u1, u2] = (T2 − T1) ln[n]−O(1/ln[n]), (19)
η = ηC −O(1/ln[n]), ηC ≡ 1− T2/T1. (20)
The maximal work Wmax[u1, u2] scales as ln[n], since this
is the “effective number of particles” for the engine. In
the macroscopic limit ln[n] 1, the efficiency converges
to its maximal value ηC = 1− T2/T1; see (20).
The cycle time amounts to two times the relaxation
time τr of the system with spectrum (14) and energy gap
 ∼ ln[n]; see (14, 18). (Recall that the thermally isolated
stages of the cycle are very quick.) The magnitude of τr
essentially depends on the scenario of relaxation.
First (specific) scenario. We can assume that the
Hamiltonian (9, 14) of the heat engine is known. Then
there exist system-bath interaction scenarios that gener-
ally produce a non-Markovian dynamics of the system
and lead to τr = O(
√
ln[n]); see sections VI and VII of
the Supplementary Material. Hence for this type of relax-
ation the Carnot efficiency is achievable at a large power
O(√ln[n]) 1; see (19). However, in these scenarios the
system-bath interaction Hamiltonian (that governs the
relaxation) is special: it depends on the engine Hamilto-
nian (9, 14).
Second (realistic) scenario. Assuming that the system-
bath interaction does not depend on the Hamiltonian (9,
14), we can estimate τr within the weak-coupling, Markov
master equation approach that leads to τr = O(n); see
section III of the Supplementary Material. For a qual-
itative understanding of this situation, consider the re-
laxation as a random walk in the energy space, e.g. in
the second step of the cycle, where the engine starts with
almost unpopulated ground state, and it has to achieve
ground state probability ≈ 1 after relaxation; see (18).
So, if every transition from one excited energy level to an-
other takes a finite time, one will need to perform in av-
erage n/2 transitions before jumping to the ground state.
Now note from (20) that the convergence of η to ηC is con-
trolled by O(1/ ln[n]): a small step towards ηC will lead
to a large increase in τr nullifying the power O(ln[n]/n)
for n 1; see (19). Hence for this type of relaxation the
Carnot efficiency is not achievable at a finite power.
The second relaxation scenario of the system with
Hamiltonian (9, 14) is similar to the known combina-
torial optimization problem: finding a marked item in an
unstructured database [11] of n + 1 items. This prob-
lem is mapped to physics by associating each item to an
eigenvector of a Hamiltonian [11]. The marked item re-
lates to the lowest energy level 0, while all other (excited)
eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian  are equal. The result-
ing system has unknown eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian,
but known eigenenergies. Now the searching process can
be organized as a relaxation of the system from an excited
state to a low-temperature equilibrium state. This state
is dominated by the ground level due to a large . Once
the relaxation is over, the unknown item (eigenvector)
can be revealed by measuring the energy [15].
For classical algorithms the search time of this prob-
lem scales as O(n) for n  1 [11]. It is thus not much
better than going over all possible candidates for the so-
lution, a typical situation of a computationally complex
problem. For quantum algorithms (Grover’s search) the
search time scales as O(√n) [11]. This is still not suitable
for our purposes, since it nullifies the power for ln[n] 1.
Sub-optimal engine. Within the second (realistic)
relaxation scenario, we shall modify the optimal engine so
that the power is finite, but both the work and efficiency
are still large. We are guided by the analogy between
the relaxation of the Hamiltonian (9, 14) under the sec-
ond scenario and the Levinthal’s paradox from protein
physics [14]. In fact, (9, 14) is the simplest model em-
ployed for illustrating the paradox; see [13, 14] and sec-
tion V of the Supplementary Material. Here the ground
state refers to the unique folded (native) state. To ensure
its stability, it is separated by a large gap from excited
(free) energy levels. The essence of the paradox is that
assuming many equivalent unfolded (excited) states, the
relaxation time to the native state is unrealistically long.
Recall that the states ρ1 and ρ2 of the optimal engine
refer respectively to unfolded and folded states of the
protein model. Indeed nuα/(1 + nuα) (α = 1, 2) is the
overall probability of the excited levels; see (14). Hence
for ln[n] 1 the ground state (excited levels) dominates
in ρ2 (ρ1); see (18).
4The resolution of the paradox is to be sought via resolv-
ing the degeneracy of excited levels: if there are energy
differences, some (unfavorable) transitions will not be
made shortening the relaxation time [13, 14]. In resolv-
ing the energy degeneracy we follow the simplest model
proposed in [14].
The model has N  1 degrees of freedom {σi}ni=1; each
one can be in ζ+1 states: σi = 0, ..., ζ. Whenever σi = 0
for all i’s, the model protein is in the folded (ground)
state with energy zero [13, 14]. The ground state has
zero energy. Excited states with s ≥ 1 have energy +δs,
where  > 0 and s is the number of (misfolded) degrees
of freedom with σi 6= 0. δ > 0 is the parameter that
(partially) resolves the degeneracy of excited states; we
revert to the previous, work-optimal, model for δ → 0.
For different eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian Hα we have{
(1− δKr[s, 0] ) ([α] + sδ[α])
}N
s=0
, α = 1, 2, (21)
where δKr[s, 0] is the Kronecker delta, and where each
energy [α] + sδ[α] is degenerate ζ
sN !
s!(N−s)! times; thus the
total number of energy levels is (1 + ζ)N .
Given (21), the cycle consists of two isothermal
and two thermally isolated pieces with sudden changes
(δ[1], [1])→ (δ[2], [2])→ (δ[1], [1]); see (1–13). Below we
shall also assume
β1δ
[1] = β2δ
[2], (22)
because this makes the sub-optimal engine structurally
very similar to the optimal one. Now the work W =
W1 +W2 is calculated from (3, 7, 8, 21, 22):
W [v1, v2;K] =
m(∆+ KN∆δ1+K )(v1 − v2)
(1 +mv1)(1 +mv2)
, (23)
∆ = [1] − [2] = T1 ln[1/v1]− T2 ln[1/v2], (24)
∆δ = δ[1] − δ[2] = (T1 − T2) ln[ζ/K]. (25)
where K = ζe−β1δ
[1]
, m = (1 + K)N , and where vα ≡
e−βα
[α]
(α = 1, 2) are determined from maximizing (23).
Note the analogy between (15) and (23), with m being
an analogue of n; they get equal for δ → 0. Note that in
(23) we neglected factor O( 1m ) assuming that m 1.
Likewise, we get for the efficiency [cf. (17)]:
η = 1− T2
T1
× ln
1
v2
+ NK ln(ζ/K)1+K
ln 1v1 +
NK ln(ζ/K)
1+K
. (26)
For this model [14] assumes a local Markov relaxation
dynamics, where each degree of freedom makes a tran-
sition σi → σi ± 1 in 10−9 seconds; this value is chosen
conventionally to fit experimental magnitudes for the el-
ementary dynamic step [14]. The model has a single re-
laxation time [14] that is easily reproduced in the general
master-equation framework (see section IV of the Supple-
mentary Material):
τr = 10
−9(1 +K)N/(NK) seconds, (27)
TABLE I: Parameters of the sub-optimal engine: work
W , efficiency η and the cycle time 2τr; see (23–C). Wmax
is the maximal work extracted for the optimal engine at a
vanishing power; see (15, 16). For the sub-optimal engine:
K = ζe−β1δ
[1]
, N = 140, ζ = 4, T1 = 1, T2 = 1/2. Carnot
and Curzon-Ahlborn efficiencies are, respectively, ηC = 1/2
and 0.5858 ηC. Also, p
[α]
1 = [1+(1+K)
Ne−βα
[α]
]−1 (α = 1, 2)
are the ground-state probabilities of ρα ∝ e−βαHα ; see (21).
K τr W/Wmax W η/ηC p
[1]
1 p
[2]
1
0.1 4.45× 10−5 s 0.2267 23.52 0.8751 0.0392 0.9808
0.2 4.35 s 0.3884 40.3 0.9110 0.0237 0.9883
0.24 357 s 0.4393 45.58 0.9181 0.0210 0.9896
where the factor N is due to the N -times degenerate first
excited level.
For δ[α] → 0 (α = 1, 2), where the excited energy levels
become degenerate, τr ∝ (1 + ζ)N scales linearly over the
number of energy levels, as expected. When δ[α] are not
zero, τr can be of order of 1 second for N ∼ 100, because
1+K is close to 1. However, for the macroscopic situation
(N ∼ 1023) τr is still huge. In this sense, the model is
incomplete, but still useful for analyzing the mesoscopic
situation N ∼ 100 that is relevant for the protein folding
problem [13].
Table I illustrates the characteristics of the sub-optimal
engine and compares them with those of the optimal one.
Reasonable cycle times can coexist with a finite fraction
(∼ 40%) of the maximal work and with sizable efficien-
cies (∼ 90% of the maximal value) that are larger than
the Curzon-Ahlborn value. Hence, albeit within the sec-
ond (realistic) scenario it is impossible to approach the
maximal efficiency as close as desired, reasonably large
efficiencies at a finite (or even large) power are possible.
These results resemble the power-efficiency trade-off (see
[10]), but they are more complicated, since they involve
work, efficiency and power.
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Supplementary Material
This material consists of seven sections. Almost all of
them can be read independently.
Section A clarifies the finite power condition for the
generalized Carnot cycle and it compares it with the
usual Carnot cycle.
Section B relates together two definitions of (thermo-
dynamical) work.
Section C estimates the relaxation time of the optimal
engine within the master-equation framework. Since this
is one of the main points of the present work, we dwell
on it in detail and spell out all (hidden) assumptions
necessary for its derivation. Section D presents a similar
estimation for the sub-optimal engine.
In section E we discuss the current status of the
Levinthal’s paradox within the protein folding theory.
Section F discusses an example of the quantum relax-
ation scenario, where the system-bath interaction is en-
gineered, i.e., it correlates with the system Hamiltonian.
We show that the relaxation time of the optimal engine
within this scenario is short. Due to this fact, the Carnot
efficiency can be reached at a large power. Finally, in sec-
tion G we show that this shortening of the relaxation time
is not related to the extensive usage of resources such as
quantum entanglement.
Appendix A: Power for the (generalized) Carnot
cycle
Here we discuss in some details the power of the gener-
alized Carnot cycle and compare this situation with the
usual Carnot cycle.
Recall from the main text that the generalized Carnot
cycle consists of four pieces: two of them are thermally
isolated that can proceed very fast. The rate-limiting
steps are the two pieces with free relaxation, since their
duration is bound by the relaxation time.
To achieve a cyclic process within the exponential re-
laxation with the relaxation time τr, the cycle time τ
should be larger than τr. For each cycle the deviation
of the post-relaxation state from the exact equilibrium
(Gibbsian) state will be of order e−τ/τr . Thus if the ratio
τ/τr is simply large, but finite, one can perform roughly
∼ eτ/τr  1 number of cycles at a finite power, before
deviations from cyclicity would accumulate and the ma-
chine will need resetting.
The above situation does differ from the power consid-
eration of usual (reversible) thermodynamic cycles, e.g.,
the Carnot cycle [6–8]. There the external fields driv-
ing the machine through various stages have to be much
slower than the relaxation to the momentary equilib-
rium. The latter means that the machine is described by
its equilibrium Gibbs distribution with time-dependent
parameters. In particular, the condition of momentary
equilibrium for the working medium is necessary for the
Carnot cycle to reach the Carnot efficiency [6].
The precise meaning of the external fields being slow
is important here. If τF is the characteristic time of the
fields, then the deviations from the momentary equilib-
rium are of order O[ τrτF ] [6–8]. This fact is rather general
and does not depend on details of the system and of the
studied process, e.g., it does not depend whether the pro-
cess is thermally isolated or adiabatic. In particular, it
is this deviation of the state from the momentary equi-
librium that brings in the entropy production (or work
dissipation) of order of O[
(
τr
τF
)2
] [6–8].
Thus performing the reversible Carnot cycle with (ap-
proximately) the Carnot efficiency means keeping the ra-
tio τrτF very small.
Here are the differences between the Carnot cycle and
our situation:
• In our case we do not require the machine to be
close to its momentary equilibrium state during the
whole process. It suffices that the machine gets
enough time to relax to its final equilibrium.
• A small, but finite τrτF for the Carnot cycle situ-
ation means that deviations from the momentary
6equilibrium are visible already within one cycle.
In contrast, a small, but finite τrτ for our situa-
tion means that we can perform an exponentially
large number of cycles before deviations from the
cyclicity will be sizable. Here is a numerical ex-
ample. Assume that τrτ =
τr
τF
= 1/20. For the
standard Carnot cycle already within one cycle
the deviation from the momentary equilibrium will
amount to 0.05. In our situation the same amount
e−3 = 0.0498 of deviation from the cyclicity will
come after e17 = 2.4 × 107 cycles. This is a large
number, especially taking into account that no real-
istic machine is supposed to work indefinitely long.
Such machines do need resetting or repairing. The
point is that our machine can perform many cycles
at a finite power before any resetting is necessary.
Appendix B: Clarification of the concept of work as
used in our situation.
Let a system interact with a source of work only (ther-
mally isolated process). This means that the system
Hamiltonian H[α(t)] is a function of a (classical) param-
eter α(t). The work done on the system per unit of time
equals to ”force” times ”displacement” and averaged over
state of the system, as represented by a time-dependent
density matrix ρ(t):
dW
dt
=
dα(t)
dt
tr
(
∂H
∂α
ρ(t)
)
. (B1)
The same formula applies in the classical situation, where
tr means integration over the phase-space (the space of
coordinates and momenta), while ρ becomes the phase-
space probability density. Now one can use the equations
of motion for the density matrix, i~dρdt = H[α(t)]ρ(t) −
ρ(t)H[α(t)] (in the classical situation this becomes the Li-
ouville equation), to show from (B1) that the total work
equals to the change of average energy
W (τ) =
∫ τ
0
dt
dW
dt
= tr (H[α(τ)]ρ(τ)−H[α(0)]ρ(0)). (B2)
Appendix C: Relaxation time of the optimal engine
via master equation
1. Consider a system with n 1 degenerate (excited)
levels with energy ε > 0, and a single ground state with
energy 0. In this section we shall estimate the relaxation
time of this system within the Markov master-equation
framework. We start with simplifying assumptions for
showing the origin of a long relaxation time in this sys-
tem. We then demonstrate the result at more general
level.
Let {pi}ni=0 be the probability of energy levels. The
master equation reads
p˙0 =
∑n
i=1
w0ipi − p0
∑n
i=1
wi0, (C1)
where w0i is rate of the transition i→ 0. Since all energy
levels besides the lowest one have the same energy ε, the
detailed balance condition reads (which reflects the fact
that the bath is in equilibrium at temperature 1/β):
w0ie
−βε = wi0. (C2)
2. Let us now assume that in (C1) all the excited
energy levels are equivalent, and hence
w0i = w01 and wi0 = w10, (C3)
do not depend on i’ (this assumption is relaxed at the
end of the section):
p˙0 = −w01p0[ne−βε + 1] + w01, (C4)
meaning that the relaxation time τr for p0(t) to converge
exponentially to its equilibrium value
p
[eq]
0 = 1/(1 + ne
−βε) (C5)
reads
1/τr = w01[ne
−βε + 1]. (C6)
A popular choice for the rate is given by the transition
state theory [1]:
w01 =
κ
n+ 1
e−β(ε
∗−ε), (C7)
where ε∗ > ε is the transition state energy: once the sys-
tem gets at that state, it has equal probability to move
to any state; hence the factor 1n+1 in (C7). Here κ does
not depend on n; it is determined by the the energy land-
scape in the vicinity of the transition state and the ex-
cited state.
In our situation
e−βε = O(ln[n]/n) or e−βε = O( 1
n ln[n]
). (C8)
Eqs. (C7, C6) then imply that the relaxation time τr is
roughly (neglecting logarithmic factors)
τr = O(n) 1. (C9)
This conclusion is then based on two physical aspects:
first that there are many states with the same energy
[the factor κn+1 in (C7)]. Second is that the energy gap
is large; see (C8).
3. For more general (than the transition state the-
ory) choices of w01 we still shall obtain the same result
if we require that for any excited state energy ε > 0,
(C4) produces a well-defined and finite limit for n→∞.
This request is based on two hidden assumptions: i) the
master equation is derived within the weak-coupling as-
sumption, hence it cannot contain very fast (in the limit
n→∞) characteristic times; ii) the limit n→∞ can be
7taken independently from ε. Now we naturally get that
w01 and w10 have an overall dependence O( 1n ):
w01 = wˆ01(ε)/n, w10 = wˆ10(ε)/n, (C10)
where wˆ10(ε) and wˆ01(ε) can depend on energy ε, but
they do not depend on n directly [cf. (C7)]. Then (C6)
assumes a finite limit for n 1. We now get from (C10,
C8):
1/τr = wˆ01(ε)×O( 1
n
). (C11)
It is natural to assume that for ε → ∞, wˆ01(ε) stays at
least bounded [cf. (C7, C8)], and then we are back to
(C9). There is an important relaxation scenario (going
back to Arrhenius and improved by Kramers) where wˆ01
does not depend on ε (provided that ε > 0 is sufficiently
large); it is given by wˆ01 ∝ e−βV , where V > 0 is the
barrier height [1].
Thus we note that the conclusion (C9) on long charac-
teristic times is not completely straightforward and—if
taken out of the usual relaxation theories, e.g. the tran-
sition state theory or the Arrhenius theory—it requires
several hidden assumptions. In section V of this supple-
mentary material we show that (C9) is violated, and the
relaxation time can be much shorter, if allow the system-
bath interaction to depend on the system features.
4. Finally, let us return to (C3) and show that this
assumption can be relaxed without changing our main
conclusions. For a sufficiently large energy gap ε > 0
between the ground state and the excited state, we can
apply the adiabatic approximation meaning that the ex-
cited levels probability equilibrate between themselves
much quicker than the ground state level probability.
Hence they all get into the same value:
pi(t) = (1− p0(t))/n, (C12)
before p0(t) start to change appreciably. Employing
(C12) in (C1) we revert to (C1), where now instead of
w01 we should employ
1
n
∑n
i=1 w0i. Note that (C12) is
especially plausible in our situation, since we also start
the relaxation process from equilibrium states at a tem-
perature different from the bath temperature. At such
an initial state the probabilities of the excited levels are
equal.
5. To go beyond the adiabatic approximation we will
now consider the whole master equation. Let us first
note that the detailed balance conditions (C2) for the
transition rates wij between excited levels lead to wi 6=j =
wji; and write down the rest of the master equation (C1)
p˙i =
∑
j 6=i
wijpj −
∑
j 6=i
wjipi − w0ipi + wi0p0 (C13)
in the following form:
p˙i =
∑
j
w¯ijpj − w0ipi + e−βεw0ip0. (C14)
Where the matrix w¯ is defined as: w¯ii = −
∑
j 6=i wij ,
w¯i 6=j = wij ; and is a symmetric matrix satisfying∑
i wij = 0 for ∀j and can be shown to be non-positive.
We now form the quantities Qi = pi−e−βεp0, for which
the master equation (C1, C14) produces
Q˙i =
∑
j
w¯ijQj − w0iQi − e−βε
∑
j
w0jQj . (C15)
Introducing the positive and symmetric matrix Wij =
−w¯ij+δijw0i and bra-ket notation for vectors, we rewrite
(C15) as
d
dt
|Q〉 = − (W + e−βε|1〉〈w|) |Q〉, (C16)
where 〈1| = (1, ..., 1) and 〈w| = (w01, ..., w0n). In the
equilibrium state Qi = 0.
Now the relaxation time of the system can be esti-
mated via the minimal eigenvalue ωmin of the matrix
W + e−βε|1〉〈w|. Below, we show numerically that in
the asymptotic limit of n→∞,
ωmin =
(
1 + ne−βε
) ∑
i w0i
n
+
fn
n2
, (C17)
fn = O (1) , (C18)
where fn does not depend on n for a sufficiently large n.
Hence for n  1 we neglect the last term in (C17) and
obtain for the relaxation time:
1
τr
=
(
1 + ne−βε
) ∑
i w0i
n
, (C19)
confirming that conditions (C10, C8) imply the relax-
ation time to grow proportionally with n. Eq. (C19)
is the same result as was obtained above via the adia-
batic approximation. Hence this approximation holds up
to the second-order term of the asymptotic expansion of
ωmin in terms of n.
We now demonstrate (C17) numerically. As it sug-
gests, it holds also when e−βε depends on n as in for-
mulas (C8). We present our numerical evidence for an
illustrative case of e−βε = const/n. Note, that all w0is
and wijs scale as 1/n as in (C10). To prove (C17) we
calculated fn for random collections of nw0is and nwijs
with various probability distributions; see Table C for
illustration.
Appendix D: Relaxation time of sub-optimal engines
via adiabatic approximation of the master equation
We return to (C1), but we do not assume anymore that
the excited levels ε1, ..., εn have the same energy. But we
still assume that the gap ε1 > 0 between the zero-energy
ground state and the first excited state is the largest en-
ergy parameter in the system, because we want to ensure
that the equilibrium ground-state probability is close to
8TABLE II: Statistics for fn – the mean 〈fn〉, and standard
deviation
〈
(fn − 〈fn〉)2
〉1/2
– are shown for different values
of n; see (C17, C18). It is seen that both depend on n very
weakly.
The Boltzmann weight e−βε = 0.2/n. The positive transi-
tion probabilities wˆij = nwij = nwji and wˆ0k = nw0k are
random variables. They are all independent from each other.
wˆij and arcsin[wˆ0k] are uniformly distributed in the interval
(0, 1). The arcsin function for generating wˆ0i is chosen with
no special reason (other functions were tried as well with sim-
ilar results), it is just taken to make distributions different.
n 〈fn〉
〈
(fn − 〈fn〉)2
〉1/2
130 0.147179 0.009826
150 0.149095 0.010866
175 0.146339 0.009440
200 0.147149 0.009600
230 0.147958 0.008707
1. Thus we may apply to (C1) the adiabatic approxima-
tion assuming that on those times where p0 changes, the
excited-state probabilities pi already equilibrated:
pi(t) = (1− p0(t))e−βεi
/∑n
i=1
e−βεi . (D1)
Hence the relaxation time τr of p0 deduced from (C1, D1)
reads
1
τr
=
∑n
i=1w0ie
−βεi∑n
i=1e
−βεi +
∑n
i=1
e−βεiw0i, (D2)
where the employed the detailed balance condition.
Eq. (D2) reproduces the relaxation time of the Zwanzig
model [14] [given by (27) of the main text], if we employ
the energy spectrum (21) [of the main text] and note that
the transition probabilities from the first excited (ζN -
degenerate) energy level are constants, w0k = 10
9 for
k = 1, ..., ζN , while no transitions (to the ground state)
is possible from other excited states: w0l = 0 for l =
ζN + 1, ..., n. Here 109 is the characteristic microscopic
scale [14]. Putting these into (D2) we get that the first
term in the right-hand-side of (D2) reproduces (27) of
the main text. The second term is negligible, if e−βε1 is
sufficiently small.
Note that according to (27) of the main text, the re-
laxation time of the Zwanzig model is still unacceptably
large, if N  1. It is possible to get rid of this restriction,
but doing so is not useful for the engine functioning.
Appendix E: A short reminder on the protein
folding theory in the context of the Levinthal’s
paradox
The purpose of this section is to introduce the reader
into some of the current ideas in protein folding the-
ory. In particular, this should prevent confusions on
how specifically we employ the Levinthal’s paradox in
our study.
1. Early experiments have shown that proteins can
fold (i.e. reach the native, functional state) in a rea-
sonably short time; see [2]. Moreover, they do so
spontaneously (without external guidance) and starting
from different initial conditions. These experiments cre-
ated what is known to be the modern thermodynamic
paradigm on the protein folding: the native state corre-
sponds to the (relatively) unique global minimum of free
energy [2].
2. It however still remained unclear how specifically
proteins fold, i.e. what is their kinetics. Levinthal as-
sumed that all unfolded states (conformations) are more
or less equivalent [3]. Hence during the relaxation to
the folded state all possible conformations are tried out
to find the energetically most favorable one. This will
take an enormous amount of time, because for a (hy-
pothetical) small protein with 100 residues, the num-
ber of possible unfolded states would be about 3100 [3].
Since this conclusion is clearly unsupportable (hence
the Levinthal’s paradox), there should be some struc-
ture in the set of unfolded states that makes them non-
equivalent.
3. One (by now classical) view suggests that in the
course of its relaxation the protein passes through a
unique path of partially unfolded intermediate states
[4]. They allow stepwise folding, drastically reducing the
scale of conformational search. In that view—which was
supported by experiments on sufficiently long proteins
[4]—the protein folding problem is reduced to relaxation
in a finite number of states [2]. Still it was unclear how
the protein reaches one of those intermediates, since now
the Levinthal’s paradox can be reformulated with respect
to partial relaxation.
4. In addition to the latter objection, experiments on
short proteins have shown that folding intermediates are
absent. Hence a new view emerged that explains the
protein folding kinetics as taking place on a funnel (free)
energy landscape, where different unfolded states have
different (free) energies and it is this difference that drives
the protein towards the minimum (free) energy state [5,
14]. An example of the above scenario is provided by the
Zwanzig’s model [14], as reviewed above.
Still for realistic proteins the Zwanzig’s model is clearly
oversimplified, e.g., it does not include conformational
entropy, disorder, residue sequence, etc. Thus for a
deeper understanding of the protein folding one should
go to more realistic models [5], which however share the
two main points of the the Zwanzig’s model: i) unfolded
states have different (free) energies; ii) the folding time
can be made finite via fine-tuning only for sufficiently
short proteins having 100−200 coarse-grained degrees of
freedom. It is argued that longer proteins will fold hierar-
chically, i.e. first certain domains will fold independently
from each other (these domains thus play the role of fold-
ing intermediates), and only after that the protein will
9relax globally. The existence of fine-tuning is explained
via evolution, a notorious solver of difficult problems in
biology [2].
Appendix F: Fast relaxation scenario
We shall now study a quantum model of relaxation that
achieves a fast relaxation of the work-optimal engine at
the cost of introducing specific system-bath interaction
Hamiltonian.
1. System-bath interaction
Consider a system E with n excited energy levels and
one lowest energy (ground state) whose energy we set to
zero. All n excited levels have the same energy .
The initial density matrix of E is Gibbsian at temper-
ature T0 = 1/β0:
ρ ∝ e−β0H = rP0 + 1− r
n
P, (F1)
r =
1
1 + ne−β0
, (F2)
where P0 = |0〉〈0| is the projector on the ground state,
and P is the projectors on the n-dimensional eigen-space
of ρ with eigenvalue .
Now E interacts with an external thermal bath at tem-
perature T = 1/β, so that the density matrix of E con-
verges in time to ρeq ∝ e−βH . We shall design a concrete
model for this interaction and estimate the relaxation
time.
We assume that the bath consists of a large number
of independent particles prepared in identical (thermal
states). E interacts with one particle, then with the sec-
ond one etc. Since the particles are independent, it will
suffice to consider the interaction of E with the first par-
ticle B only.
We assume that the bath particle B has (among other
energies) energy levels E and E + ε. The degeneracies
of these levels are nE and nE+ε, respectively. The initial
(before interacting with E) equilibrium density matrix of
B reads
σ = e−βHB/Z = σ˜ + rE ΠE + r+E Π+E , (F3)
rE = e
−βE/Z, Z =
∑
E
nEe
−βE , (F4)
where rE and rE+ε are the Boltzmann weights for the
energy levels E and E + ε, respectively, the summation
in (F4) is taken over all energy levels of B. ΠE and Πε+E
are the projectors on the corresponding sub-spaces,
tr ΠE = nE , tr Πε+E = nE+ε, (F5)
and where σ˜ in (F3) is the remainder of σ.
It is assumed that the unitary operator V responsible
for the interaction operates within the sub-space with the
projector Pε⊗ΠE+P0⊗ΠE+ε (this sub-space has energy
E + ε), i.e.,
[V,Pε ⊗ΠE + P0 ⊗ΠE+ε ] = 0. (F6)
On the remainder of the overall Hilbert space (of E+B)
V acts as unit operator. Thus, V commutes with the
Hamiltonian of E+B. Hence no additional energy (work)
is needed for switching the E-B interaction on and off.
In that respect V resembles the weak-coupling, though
by itself it need not be weak, i.e. it need not be smaller
than the Hamiltonian of E+B.
Then the post-interaction density matrix ρ′ of E reads
ρ′ = trBVρ⊗ σV†
= ρ−
(
r rE+ε − rE 1− r
n
)
×
[nE+εP0 − trBVP0 ⊗ΠE+εV†]. (F7)
It will suffice to keep track of the lowest energy-level oc-
cupation 〈0|ρ′|0〉 ≡ r′ only:
r′ − r = −A [r − req] , req ≡ 1
1 + ne−βε
, (F8)
A ≡ rE
reqn
[
nE+ε − 〈0| ( trBVP0 ⊗ΠE+εV† )|0〉
]
, (F9)
where req is the equilibrium value of r. Using (F4) one
can show that A ≤ Amax ≤ 1: after the interaction E
gets closer to its equilibrium state; see (F8).
Now (F7) serves as the initial state of E for a similar
interaction with the second bath particle that initially
has the same state σ as in (F3). We get for all subsequent
interactions [we revert from (F10) to (F8) for m = 1]:
r[m] − req = (1−A)m [r − req] , (F10)
It is seen that (F10) predicts exponential (with respect to
the number of collisions) relaxation towards the equilib-
rium value req of r. The approach to equilibrium is gov-
erned by the factor (1−A)m meaning that when |A|  1
the effective number of interactions after which the equi-
librium is established (which is proportional to the relax-
ation time) equals to −1/[ln(1−A)].
2. Minimization of the relaxation time
Since we are interested in possibly shorter relaxation
time, we need to maximize A over the unitary V [under
condition (F6)]. To do that, we first write P0⊗ΠE+ε in a
conveniently chosen matrix form in the energy eigenbasis
P0 ⊗ΠE+ε = (F11)
diag(..., 1, ..., 1, ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
nE+ elements
| ..., 0, ..., 0, ...|· · ·|..., 0, ..., 0, ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
n sections
),(F12)
where sections correspond to eigenvectors of H, and el-
ements in sections run over the ones of HB . Values are
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shown only for the subspace given by P0⊗ΠE+ε+Pε⊗ΠE .
The first section (denoted as |...|) there are nE+ε unities.
Then come n identical sections, each one contains nE
zeroes.
To maximize A we need to minimize 〈0| ( trBVP0 ⊗
ΠE+εV† )|0〉 over all possible Vs living in P0 ⊗ ΠE+ε +
Pε⊗ΠE . One can show that the optimal unitary amounts
to a permutation of the eigenvalues (F12) (this fact can
be shown similarly to the derivation presented in (9–
12) of the main text). Now we note that the trace
over trB amounts to summing up elements in each sec-
tion. So the element 〈0| ( trBVP0 ⊗ ΠE+εV† )|0〉 will
be the sum of the elements of the first section in the
permuted diagonal in (F11). The optimal permutation
will thus be the one which takes out of the first sec-
tion as much unities as possible. Therefore, if nE+ε
(the number of unities) is < than nEn—the number of
zeroes—then it is possible to move all unities, making
minV
{〈0| ( trBVP0 ⊗ΠE+εV† )|0〉} = 0. Otherwise, the
latter quantity will be nE+ε − nEn, leading us to the
following formula:
Amax =
rE min [nE+ε, nEn ]
reqn
. (F13)
3. One-shot relaxation
Now the shortest relaxation corresponds to just one
collision and it is reached for A = 1, e.g., r
[1]
E = req and
n
[1]
E+ε = n− 1 in (F13). Then the corresponding unitary
operator V is the SWAP operation. The relaxation time
in this case amounts to one inter-collision time.
However, in this case the bath should consist of parti-
cles that have the same energy gap as the system. This
is not a realistic model for the bath. Below we study
a fully realistic bath model and show that although the
relaxation time in that situation is larger than a single
collision time, it still allows to conclude that the Carnot
efficiency can be reached at a large power.
4. Relaxation time for realistic bath
Let us work out (F13) for a realistic example of the
bath. We assume that the bath particle amounts to L
1 independent two-level systems. Each such system has
energies 0 and ζ. Thus the bath particle has energies
0, ζ, 2ζ, ..., Lζ. Each bath energy level E is degenerate
nE =
L!
(E/ζ)!(L− E/ζ)! (F14)
times. Provided that
nE+ε > nEn, (F15)
we obtain
Amax = (1 + ne
−β)
nEe
−βE
Z
. (F16)
Since we want a larger Amax, we take
E = L/(eβζ + 1). (F17)
Hence using the Stirling’s formula L! ' √2piLLLe−L and
noting that Z = (1 + e−βζ)L we get from (F16)
Amax ' (1 + ne−β)
√
1 + e−βζ
L
. (F18)
We work out (F15) via the Stirling’s formula and obtain
from (F15, F17)
ln[n]
L
+ h2[
1
eβζ + 1
] < h2[
1
eβζ + 1
+

Lζ
], (F19)
where h2[x] = −x lnx− (1− x) ln(1− x).
Let us specify  as [µ is a parameter]
 = µT ln[n], µ > 1. (F20)
Putting this into (F19) we get
ln[n]
L
+ h2[
1
eβζ + 1
] < h2[
1
eβζ + 1
+
µ
βζ
ln[n]
L
]. (F21)
Provided that µ > 1, (F21) can be satisfied for sufficiently
small (but finite) ln[n]L and sufficiently large ζ > 0. Note
that (F21) never holds for µ ≤ 1.
Returning to (F18) we see from (F20) that for ln[n] =
O(L) 1
Amax = O( 1√
ln[n]
), (F22)
which means that the relaxation time scales as
O(√ln[n]).
Consider now the opposite [to (F15)] case
nE+ε < nEn, (F23)
where
Amax = (1 +
1
ne−β
)
nE+e
−β(E+)
Z
. (F24)
Choosing
E +  = L/(eβζ + 1), (F25)
we get [cf. (F18)]
Amax ' (1 + 1
ne−β
)
√
1 + e−βζ
L
. (F26)
If we specify [cf. (F20)]
 = νT ln[n], ν < 1, (F27)
then (F23) reads [cf. (F21)]
h2[
1
eβζ + 1
] <
ln[n]
L
+ h2[
1
eβζ + 1
− ν
βζ
ln[n]
L
]. (F28)
This relation holds for ν < 1, sufficiently small (but fi-
nite) ln[n]L and sufficiently large ζ > 0.
Hence from (F28, F24) we return to the same conclu-
sion (F22).
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5. Relations with the main text
In the main text—see in particular (16, 19)— we stud-
ied the relaxation of the optimal engine E that has the
energy spectrum described at the beginning of section IV.
More specifically, in the main text we needed two differ-
ent relaxation scenario: E with energy gap [1] ' T1 ln[n]
relaxes on a thermal bath at temperature T2 (where
T1 > T2), and conversely E with energy gap 
[2] ' T2 ln[n]
relaxes on a thermal bath at temperature T1; see (18) of
the main text in this context.
Now the first case corresponds to (F20, F21, F22),
while the second case to (F27, F28, F22). In both cases
we get that for a realistic thermal bath (but with tuned
system-bath interactions) the relaxation time amounts to
O(√ln[n]); see (F22).
Appendix G: Entanglement generation during
relaxation
It is important to understand to which extent quan-
tum are the polynomial-time relaxation mechanisms dis-
cussed above. First of all, how much system-bath entan-
glement has to be generated in the course of relaxation?
Recall that entanglement is an essentially quantum re-
source and a sizable amount of entanglement would pose
an additional limitation on approaching the Carnot limit.
Such additional limitations are likely to be absent, as we
demonstrate below.
Note that though the collisional relaxation scheme do
not assume any entanglement between the system and
bath particle both before and after the collision, it can
still imply that some amount of entanglement is gener-
ated during the collision. Nevertheless, in lnn→∞ limit
(where the machine achieves the Carnot limit for the effi-
ciency) the amount of entanglement goes to zero linearly
with lnn; recovering, thus, the classical nature of our
setup in thermodynamic limit.
The fact that the system and bath get entangled during
the relaxation (especially in the mesoscopic regime) im-
plies that the dynamics of the system is non-Markovian
[12].
Since the simplest case, the one-shot relaxation (see
section (F 3)), has all the traits of the phenomenon, we
will show the above assertion on that particular example.
Say in the first relaxation step the system E starts with
the diagonal state ρ = 11+nu1 diag(1, u1, ..., u1) and with
hamiltonian H2 = diag(0, ε
[2], ..., ε[2]). Where u1 and u2
(and, through it, ε[2]) are determined from Eq. (16) of the
main text. The whole relaxation process is but a SWAP
operation between E and one bath particle B which has
the same hamiltonian H2 and is in a thermal state with
bath temperature T : σB =
1
1+nu2
diag(1, u2, ..., u2).
The relaxation progresses autonomously – no energy
flow in or out happens (otherwise one would need a third
system to accept/give energy and a control to switch on
and off the interactions, while the relaxation is supposed
to be a probably prearranged but a spontaneous process).
To that end, the interaction between E and B,HEB , must
satisfy [9]
[HEB , HE ⊗ 1B + 1E ⊗HB ] = 0. (G1)
Hence for HEB to be nontrivial it must act within the di-
rect sumHD of two nonintersecting degenerate subspaces
of HE ⊗ 1B + 1E ⊗HB (the one spanned on eigenvectors
with energy ε[2] and the other – on eigenvectors with en-
ergy 2ε[2]). The unitary preforming SWAP also lives in
that subspace, and, thus, can be generated by a suitably
chosen HEB . So the relaxation is executed by a one-
parametric continuous family of unitaries U(t) that live
in HD and satisfy
U(0) = 1, U(trel) = SWAP (G2)
where trel is the duration of the collision=relaxation
time.
Now, we introduce the following quantity
E = min
U(t)
{
max
t
[N (U(t)ρ⊗ σBU†(t))]} ; (G3)
where N is the entanglement negativity [10, 11], which
measures the entanglement between the systems.
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FIG. 1: The dependence of ln (∆(n, T1)) on ln (n) for T1 = 2.
The dependence is linear within the numerical errors. The
slope of the line b ≈ 0.65; hence ∆(n, T1) ∼ n−b.
The quantity E in (G3) indicates the very necessity
of entanglement generation, since it finds the maximum
over a process and then takes the minimum of the max-
ima over all processes consistent with constraints (G2).
So if it is zero, then one can find a process which pro-
ceeds without entangling the system and the bath parti-
cle, while if it is positive, any process will reach a point
during its runtime when it starts to entangle the parties
involved. Note that when calculating E we do not take
into direct account the constraint generated by (G1).
As applied to our problem, we determine the quanti-
ties u1,2(n, T1, T2) from Eq. (16) of the main text, then
plug the resulting states ρ and σB in (G3) and perform
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the min-max optimization. The resulting quantity is the
indicator (G3) as a function of n, T1, and T2 (denote it
by Eo = Eo(n, T1, T2)).
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FIG. 2: The dependence of Eo(n, T1, T2) on ln (n) for T1 = 2,
T2 = 1. As is clearly seen, the dependence becomes linear for
n & 30.
There is no entanglement when T2 = T1 since the states
ρ and σB become identical and the SWAP does not alter
them so that the joint state remains constant and factor-
ized. There the minimal eigenvalue of the partially trans-
posed density matrix is strictly positive, so the continuity
implies that there is a whole interval (T1 −∆(n, T1), T1)
of T2 that Eo(n, T1, T2) = 0. This is indeed certified by
the numerics which also enables to calculate the interval
length ∆ as a function of n and T1. It turns out, that for
any fixed T1, ∆ decreases with n. Also, the numerical
data (see Fig. (1)) suggest that ∆→ 0 as n→∞.
If we now fix the temperatures of the baths and calcu-
late the Eo(n, T1, T2) as a function of n, we will indeed see
that for small n’s there is no negativity. Then, starting
from some n, it starts to appear and grow. But unex-
pectedly the negativity passes through a maximum and
starts to decrease linearly with lnn (see Fig. (2)). So, as
lnn → ∞, the necessity to generate entanglement drops
out. The latter is the limit where the engine’s efficiency
approaches the Carnot value. So in the asymptotic limit
we have both η → ηC and Eo → 0 for any T2 < T1; where
the latter means that although entanglement is necessar-
ily generated during the relaxation for almost any un-
equal temperatures of baths, its amount goes to zero so
that the dynamics becomes essentially classical.
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